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And Farren and friends were some of the first to "get" that the late, great Diddley was in the world to stay. So Farren launched his avant-
garde wave of bullshit into the middle distance of acid-soaked space. While the psychedelic-afro-punk-psychedelic fusion was largely

shrugged off in the coming years, the sounds Farren was making on these two Deviant albums -- a luminous, bleary-eyed take on street
music, fused with occasional bursts of spider webs, rumbles from a rusted-out Chevy, and spazzy things clunking around in a brain -- went
on to become major influences on a whole generation of mavericks and weirdos. Ptoof! and Disposable remain among the most surprising

debut albums of the Sixties and were -- to hear some people today tell it -- simple bumps in the rock curve. Of course, given the maelstrom
of confusion that was ever the chaotic power of rock 'n' roll, it's easy to understand the anarchic folk excrescence of these albums. This was

not rock music as you had known it before. As funny and pathos-filled as ever (Tom Petty and Wilbur Berry are on hand to bring their star
power to the still excellent title cut), Ptoof! and Disposable begin with a whimper, as if the tables were about to be turned on Bo Diddley.
The opener is a spoken-word track reading from William Burroughs, whose book, Naked Lunch, so influenced these cover albums. Then

there's Disposable, an adroit and climactic take on Get Out Of My Life, My Man, that sounds like the work of a genius with a natural run of
numbers. Farren's dissection of Diddley's title track on Ptoof! is a classic mark of his contempt, or at least mixed contempt, for some aspects
of the "street" he sings about. Here are lines such as "I can tell you with a wink/ The dude's got a woman/ And a cat/ At home in bed/ And a
child/ On his head." And he continues, "I can prove that my eyes are a spastic/ Through the windows where the blinds are drawn/ I can see

the skinny mother/ She's on the balcony/ For no particular reason/ I can tell you with a wink/ Your child will die." But there is no shame in the
attempt to "get" Diddley's life, just as there was no shame in Mick Farren's own dance with bits of the Doors' Drug Ledger and notes from

Mendelsohn and Mahavishnu Orchestra's Flood each during these two long albums. Diddley may have had his problems, but once the
righteous deviant came after him with an axe, he didn't complain too much.
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before the band plays bo diddley for the first time, wally comments that when they play bo diddley,
he doesnt want them to play bo diddley, he wants to hear his own music. the group then plays a
boogie-woogie version of the song, which gives way to diddley himself singing. the band plays bo
diddley on the album, but it is only on the two songs from the september 21, 1965 show that it

sounds the best. on the other performances, the bands good will and the emotion of the moment
wavers between the songs, and the music is simply not in sync. while the album gives diddley a

chance to show what he can do, it also shows him to be a less than stellar singer. in a live recording,
a song from a show a few days earlier, diddley can be heard singing verses and solos that he

wouldnt be able to later, and as a result, the song sounds odd. wally, the most adept of the doors,
sings in the higher range of his voice, giving the song a melodic structure. this is reinforced by walter
playing his guitar in the chordal mode he used to such great effect, while diddley and the rest of the

band make it work as a sing-along, rockin' bo diddley number. the doors, however, don't play the
song from bo diddley on that album. they instead recorded their own version of the song and the
combination of the two is the only song on the album that makes a lick of sense. the doors add

power to the song, and they make it singable, but it still lacks the spontaneity of the best
performances from the september 21, 1965 shows. with the doors on the cover of the album, and bo

diddley on the inside, it is a clear indication that the album is a throwback to a time when bands
would self-produce their albums. it is also a testament to the young musicianship of the group, who
were learning to work as a unit and not simply as a collection of individuals. even the most far-out
statement on the album, walter's piano solo on nobody knows you when youre down and out, is

anchored in the blues tradition. 5ec8ef588b
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